Abstract: This paper discusses the architecture and implementation of a unified system for constraint-based modeling which attempts to unify disparate constraint-based techniques and have the extensibility to incorporate future techniques. The process of constraint-based modeling is approached from a very general perspective and some key concepts are identified. These key concepts, namely, vertical refinement, horizontal partitioning, and temporal sequencing, suggest a software architecture for a general modeling environment. An implementation based on these concepts is presented. A number of examples modeled using the modeling system are also presented.
Introduction
Constraint-based modeling techniques are emerging as an effective computer graphics approach for modeling and designing objects and their behaviors. In particular, we are interested in constraint-based modeling techniques that help in modeling physical systems. In the past decade, research has been reported in Computer Graphics literature about a number of physically-and constraint-based modeling techniques that solve specific problems. Some of the techniques used have been inverse kinematics, inverse dynamics, constrained optimization, calculus of variations and lagrangian physics. To design a complex system of objects, however, we often need to use a number of different approaches to solve different sub-parts of the design and specification problem. We have designed and implemented a framework that unifies different constraint-based approaches into an integrated modeling environment. We believe that creating an environment that integrates constraint-based, physically-based and kinematic modeling techniques will result in the capability of modeling more complex systems than have been modeled so far by using techniques in isolation. The design of the modeling framework has been based on techniques that provide methods to partition a constraint problem at different levels, and to provide a language and computational environment for modeling with constraints, as opposed to implementing specific modeling techniques. Using partitioning and composition schemes, complex simulations can be built hierarchically from simpler simulations by plugging together separate modules. Fundamental and basic structures are designed and implemented to provide an assembly language for simulation systems. The contribution of the paper lies in providing strategies for the above partioning to enable the design of an effective and extensible modeling environment. We use strategies called refinement and partitioning to integrate seemingly disparate constraint techniques. We use temporal sequencing as an approach to design complex time behaviors of simulation systems.
Refinement is a top-down approach of transforming high level representations of a constraint modeling problem into representations that are closer to the basic solution mechanisms available in the constraint environment, such as numerical solution methods. Partitioning is the decomposition of one constraint problem into multiple simpler constraint problems that are then solved separately. Temporal sequencing is a methodology to design the time behavior of a simulation system by composing time behaviors of the system over subintervals of time. Using the above partitioning schemes for the solution and specification of a general constraint problem, we have created the design of a unified constraint environment with the capability to both solve constraint problem instances Most of the work presented in this paper was performed when the first author was at Caltech. and to create specialized constraint systems. New methods of constraint specification and solution can be added into the same constraint framework as the new methods are developed. A modeling system called``Our Constraint Environment''(OCE) has been implemented. An extension of C ++ acts as an interface to OCE. The language provides the constructs for the partitioning schemes discussed above. Simulations created using OCE have shown the efficacy of our design approach. Some of the benefits that accrue from taking this unified approach to constraint-based physical modeling are computational efficiency, reusability of code and models, and the ability to solve complex problems by non-experts.
Previous Work
Most of the early modeling work in computer graphics was based on geometric modeling. Shapes of objects were designed using polygons and line segments or parametric curves and surfaces ( BARTELS, BEATTY and BARSKY 83] ). Collections of objects were organized using transformation hierarchies ( FOLEY and VANDAM 90] ). A number of kinematic motion control environments have also been reported that use various techniques like scripts, key-frame interpolation and parametric curves to specify trajectories ( O'DONNEL and OLSON 81] Work in physically-based modeling started with the application of equations of rigid body motion to model computer graphics objects. ISAACS & COHEN 87] , MOORE and WILHELMS 88], HAHN 88], and BARAFF 89] are examples of such work. ARMSTRONG and GREEN 85] , WILHELMS 87], and MILLER 88] have used dynamics for simulation of articulated bodies such as a human skeleton and worms. Simulation of elastic and plastic behavior of objects was presented in TERZOUPOULOS et al 87] and PLATT and BARR 88] . Isolated constraint-based modeling techniques, both based on kinematics and physically-based, have also appeared in the literature from time to time.
Sketchpad ( SUTHERLAND 63]) was a pioneering effort in both interactive computer graphics and in using constraints in computer graphics. Sketchpad was a two-dimensional graphical editor with lines and circular arcs as primitives. Constraints were specified between objects or parts of objects. Each constraint generated an error, a scalar, which was zero when the constraint was satisfied. Thinglab( BORNING 79]), was written as an extension to the Smalltalk Language( GOLDBERG and ROBSON 83]). A constraint was specified as a rule and a set of Smalltalk methods that could be invoked to satisfy the constraints. T E X ( KNUTH 84]) is a program that typesets text. It reduces a``penalty,'' a measure of deviation from a``good'' state, to compute typesetting parameters such as amounts of space between words and paragraphs and where to start new lines and pages. BARZEL and BARR 88] used an inverse-dynamics approach based on the Newton equations of rigid body motion. Constraint forces are computed that together with external forces cause the rigid bodies to meet the constraints specified on them. ISAACS & COHEN 87] used inversedynamics techniques in combination with kinematic constraints. WITKIN, FLEISCHER & BARR 87] and PLATT 89] presented numerical techniques based on optimization methods for energy functions to solve constraints on flexible elastic and plastic bodies. Bodies react to external forces and satisfy constraints such as impenetrability. WITKIN and KASS 88] presented a technique to compute paths as functions over time by optimizing functionals of paths. As mentioned above, most of the above papers use a specific technique to solve a narrow class of problems. We have designed and implemented a unified framework where multiple techniques can work on complex constraint problems.
The layout of the rest of the paper is as follows. In sections 2, 3, and 4, we present the concepts of refinement, partitioning and temporal sequencing respectively. In section 5, we describe the implementation of our modeling environment. In section 6, we give some simulation examples.
Refinement of Constraint Systems
One of the effective problem solution techniques is the stepwise transformation of an initial representation of the problem into a representation that can be solved by a basic solution mechanism. This transformation technique is frequently known as refinement. In this section, we shall discuss the use of refinement in forming an effective design strategy for a constraint environment.
Refinement Layers for Constraint Systems
To provide facilities in our constraint environment to use refinement as an effective solution strategy, we have identified six layers of representation. These layers are shown in figure 1. Although refinement is a popular problem solving strategy in computer science, the application of the refinement technique to the design of a general constraint environment as the above delineation of layers is a new contribution to computer graphics modeling. We discuss here each of the six refinement layers in figure 1. The discussion proceeds from the top layer to the bottom layer. We also present examples of some basic techniques that can be implemented in each layer and may form a useful computational substrate. The choice of examples of basic techniques has been based mostly on the study of existing constraint systems (and our experiments).
Layer 1: Constraint Specification
The solution of a simulation problem starts with a high level specification of desired behavior goals. An example may be: find a path P for an object A in a physical environment such that object A spends the least amount of energy. Another example is: find shape of body B under forces F1 and F2 given elastic properties of body B. At this first level of specification, we are not concerned about the final solution methods that will be used or required to obtain the desired behavior. The initial specification will be refined into lower layers to find a final solution mechanism. The ability to use high level specifications of constraint problems makes it easy for users to avoid having an intimate knowledge of the implementation details in the simulation environment. The software in this layer translates the high level specification into one of the constraints apporaches implemented in the next lower layers.
Layer 2: Constraint Approaches
The second constraint-refinement layer provides a collection of different constraint approaches to solve constraint problems (or parts of constraint problems) posed in the first layer, constraint specification. Some of the methods that may be implemented in a physically-and constraint-based modeling system are briefly described below.
Inverse Kinematics: Kinematics refers to the study of the motion of bodies with no consideration of the physical causes of the motion, i.e., physicsless motion SHAMES 82]. In kinematics, the motion of a body is specified as a function of its paramters. For example, in a three-jointed robot, the values of the joint angles 1 , 2 and 3 might determine the position of the tool T on the end arm. The inverse kinematics problem would be to determine the variation of joint angles 1 , 2 and 3 as functions of time that would cause a desired motion of the tool T, say following a path. Forward Dynamics: Forward dynamics involves the determination of motion of bodies under the influence of applied forces and torques for rigid, flexible, or fluid objects. The motion of rigid bodies is determined by using Newton's equations of rigid body motion that relate linear and angular accelerations of bodies to the forces and torques GOLDSTEIN 80] . The equations of rigid body motion are second order ordinary differential equations. Similarly, equations from elasticity theory can be used to determine motion of flexible bodies and Navier-Stokes equation may be used to model fluids.
Inverse Dynamics: Inverse Dynamics is the inverse problem of Forward Dynamics. Inverse dynamic techniques compute the necessary forces and torques on a body that will result in a desired motion or equilibrium state. The forces and torques are computed by using the specification of the motion and the forward dynamics laws that apply to the bodies. An example is given figure 2. 
Layer 3: Mathematical Specification
The mathematical specification is a formulation of the problem in terms of mathematical structures such as sets of differential equations which when solved will generate the solution to the constraint problem. The constraint techniques in layer 2 are converted into such mathematical problems for solution. For example, to use optimization as a constraint-solution technique, we need to form an``objective function'' and the constraints functions of the problem. More precisely, an optimization problem with equality constraints may be written as GILL et al 81]: minimize F(x) x 2 < n subject to E i (x) = 0; i = 1; 2; :::;m If m = 0, the problem reduces to an unconstrained optimization problem. Similarly, the forward dynamics approach gives rise to a set of differential equations. The mathematical specification step generates a general mathematical representation of the problem. Note that the same constraint technique may be solved using different mathematical techniques.
Layer 4: Generic Numerical Interface
Most numerical analysis packages tend to impose a structure on the statement of a mathematical problem depending on the routines that a user chooses to use. The generic numerical interface in OCE attempts to remove this artificial structuring requirement. For example, to solve a system of differential equations: y 0 i = f i (y 1 ;y 2 ;...;y n ;x); i = 1; :::;n a variety of methods may be used, such as, Adam's method and Runge-Kutta methods of various orders (even Euler's method), depending on the nature of the differential equations. The user is often forced to change his data structures and to add additional routines such as those to compute jacobians depending on which method he uses. The purpose of providing generic numerical interfaces is to hide the details of specific numerical techniques that may be employed and to present a uniform front-end that is appropriate to the mathematical representation of a problem. Some of the front-ends might be a linear equation solver, a differential equation solver, and an optimization package.
Layer 5: Symbolic Manipulation and Structuring
Once we have formulated our problem in general mathematical terms and have selected a method to solve the problem, some work is still required before a numerical routine can be used. This work is mostly in generating extra information from the problem statement and in organizing data into a form that is usable by a numerical routine.
The symbolic manipulation and structuring layer provides this support.
Symbolic Manipulation: In most problems that use numerical methods, some additional extraneous mathematical structures must be computed in addition to the structures required for the central problem. This and similar auxiliary mathematical structures are not directly related to the central problem but are computed depending on the particular technique used as a solution method. Further, most of these structures can usually be computed by a rote method such as symbolic or numerical differentiation. Symbolic manipulation packages like MATHEMATICA 88] can be used to carry out most of the work of deriving such mathematical structures.
Data Structuring: During the solution process of a constraint problem using numerical techniques, effort is also spent structuring the data into the form that can be used by a numerical method. Two examples are setting up correspondence between indices of vectors generated by one part of the solution process with vectors used by another part and handling of sparse matrices where mechanisms need to be set up for access and modification.
Layer 6: Numerical Solution Techniques
From the point of view of our constraint environment, the numerical solution techniques layer is the most primitive layer in the system. This layer is composed of numerical solution routines that provide the solution of basic mathematical problems such as solution of differential and algebraic equations and optimization problems. These routines may be taken from numerical libraries or may be simple interfaces to these routines. Many good sources of such routines are widely available such as NAG 89] and PRESS et al 88] .
Partitioning of Constraint Systems
Partitioning is the decomposition of a simulation entity into sub-entities, and is a useful and general way to organize solution of problems. Like refinement, partitioning is a general solution strategy independent of any particular constraint technique. Partitioning may also generate a division of a problem into subproblems that may be solved concurrently or in a pipeline fashion resulting in an efficient solution.
In this section, we identify several types of partitioning for constraint systems. We also present some computational constructs that can help to effectively use partitioning in a constraint environment.
Partitioning Classification of Constraint Systems
We now present a constraint problem classification based on interdependence of subproblems during solution.
Independent Subsystems: Independent subsystems do not interact during the subproblem solution process. Each subsystem may be solved by a separate solution technique and may be solved in arbitrary order. An example is given figure 3. Sequence independent systems are natural candidates for solution on multiple independent processors. The solution proceeds to completion with no communication. Only when the sub-solutions are complete, the subsolutions are combined to generate the complete solution.
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Figure 3: A constraint-based figure editor KALRA and BARR 90] , an example of independent subsystems. We wish to create a figure by centering text strings inside rectangles. The rectangles are aligned on a line. The``springs'' in the figure are used as a symbol for constraints. Various subsystems in this example can be solved in arbitrary sequence and the solutions combined after all the subsystems of constraints have been solved.
Sequenced Subsystems: Sequenced subsystems represent a partitioning of a problem in which one subsystem depends sequentially on another subsystem for its solution. That is, a time ordering can be created for the set of sequenced subsystems such that one subsystem may be solved completely before the solution of another part needs to be attempted. Further, a sub-system cannot be solved until its predecessor in this solution ordering has been solved.
As an example of sequenced subsystems, consider the following example. Move an object A, from point B to point C around obstacles D and E such that the curvature of the path is nowhere greater than . This system can be broken down into two steps; first, compute the path from point B to point C under the specified constraints and second, move object A on the path obtained in step 1. In this example we might use two different solution techniques, e.g., constrained optimization to determine the path and inverse dynamics to move the object on that path. We have to completely solve the constrained optimization part of the solution and only then can we start to solve the inverse dynamics part. This example is solved in section 6.
Unpartitioned Systems: If a system is not decomposable into subsystems, we need to transform the representation of the system to another representation. If it is not apparent as to how to obtain a partitioning into subproblems at the current level of representation, refining the representation might lead to a partitioning. For examples of creating partitioning by change of representation, see KALRA 90] .
Constructs for Horizontal Partitioning
Given the categories of horizontal partitioning presented above, we present a discussion of some facilities in a simulation system which may be provided to use partitioning easily and effectively.
Concurrent Solution: For independent systems, constructs for the parallel or concurrent solution of subproblems are required which should take advantage of the underlying architecture of the computing environment. Whether the subproblems are solved on different processors in a multiple processor environment or solved in a time-sharing fashion on a sequential machine, the syntax for the specification of partitioning should be independent of the details of the implementation.
Solution in Local Coordinate Frames: The solution of subproblems in local coordinate frames is a useful tool in the hierarchical solution of problems. Facilities to associate coordinate frames with objects and to use the frames should be part of the simulation environment. The following features to deal with coordinate frames may be provided:
Declaration of frames and basic transformations: There should be a capability to associate a coordinate frame with any object in the system. Operations to transform basic quantities should be provided to transform between frames.
Hierarchies of Coordinate Frames: Hierarchies arise naturally when using coordinate frames. In some cases, the hierarchical structure of a system may change during simulation. An example is a robot picking up an object A from a table T. When the robot picks up object A, object A becomes a part of the hierarchy of the robot where as it was part of the table hierarchy before. Such dynamic hierarchies need to be taken account of in syntax and semantics.
Generalized Coordinate Frames: Traditionally, rectangular cartesian frames are used in simulation systems. However some problems are more naturally representable in generalized frames. For example, a complex pendulum is more naturally represented in terms of two rotation angles 1 and 2 . In a general system, a user should be able to define and use generalized frames and to transform quantities between generalized frames and cartesian frames. Figure 4: Representation of an``event unit.'' An event unit represents the local time behavior of a system of objects. The system initially simulates according to a behavior rule B i . When the logical function L becomes true, the system of objects switches to behavior rule B i+1 .
Temporal Sequencing
The third concept that we develop and use in our constraint-based modeling system is temporal sequencing. We have developed a systematic and consistent treatment of time and event modeling. We formalize the concept of events and create an object called an event unit. Using an event unit as a``time primitive,'' we present a succession of organization schemes to hierarchically create more complex time sequences or systems of events. The concept of an event unit provides a partitioning scheme for the creation of a time dependent phenomenon over a time interval by letting us create and compose behaviors over subintervals.
Use of Time in Simulations
In a simulation, we are typically studying behaviors of simulation entities as a function of time. Frequently, the behavior of simulation entities is continuous in time. A large body of mathematics exists that provides us with structures like differential equations that implicitly specify the time-evolving behavior and are appropriate for such continuous behaviors. Frequently, simulations are continuous in most part but events may occur during a continuous behavior. These events cause the behavior of a system of objects to change and the system may start simulating according to a possibly different behavior. The continuous behaviors of simulations are usually complex; the behavior can not usually be predicted a priori as to when an event will take place. The event occurs as a result of and as a part of the particular continuous behavior being simulated. This differentiates physical simulations from discrete event-based simulations( BRATLEY, FOX and SCHRAGE 83]). The simulation of such systems needs a model in which the behavior rules that govern a system at various times, the events that may take place during each behavior and how an event triggers a new behavior are integrated into the same framework.
Definition of an Event-Unit
An event is said to occur when a logical function L of the state X of a system of objects attains a true value. The event causes the system of objects to change its behavior from one set of rules B i to another set of rules B i+1 . B i , B i+1 and L together encode the local time behavior of a system and we call such a specification an event unit. Hence an event unit S is specified as a triplet S :
? B i (X); L(X); B i+1 (X) where, X is the state of the system of objects, L(X) is a logical condition signifying the event, B i is the rules of behavior that the system is obeying before the event and B i+1 is the rules of behavior that the system obeys after the event. Clearly, the event signified by L happens during B i . A behavior B does not have to last for a finite time. Zero time behaviors set initial conditions for other behaviors which follow. Intuitively, an event signifies an``important'' point in a simulation. Usually, there is a discontinuity associated with an event as in the case of a collision between two bodies. However, an object attaining a particular configuration or a variable attaining a particular value are also examples of an event. In addition, events have a time ordering. That is, a sequence of events can be arranged in a non-decreasing order in time.
Figure 5: A time line representation. The system simulates in behavior rule B 1 until event denoted by L 1 takes place. The system then switches to simulate with behavior rule B 2 and so on. After event L 5 , the system stops simulating. The thick arrow is used to denote the initialization behavior. The``Ground'' symbol is used to denote the termination event system(when the simulation stops).
Figure 6: A Time Tree organization of event systems. Three events may happen when the system is simulating with behavior rule B 1 . The system migrates to behavior rule B 2 , B 3 , B 4 depending on whether event L 11 , L 12 or L 13 happens respectively. Also a behavior rule may be reached from more than one event system as behavior B 2 in this figure. The actual path chosen by a system is shown as the bold line.
Systems of Event-Units
An event-unit as defined above can be treated as a building block for event-based simulation systems. Systems of events can be constructed by composing event-units S. Note that each of the behavior in an event-unit can be composed of event-units itself. Hence, event simulations can be built hierarchically.
Time Lines
The simplest organization of event systems is in a linear arrangement which is monotonic in time (figure 5). We call this organization, a timeline. In a time line, each system of events can be entered from only one other event system, only one event can happen in that event system and the event system can lead to only one other event system.
Time trees
More than one event may occur in a behavior rule causing the system of objects to go into one of several new behavior rules (figure 6). A time tree is an extension of time lines that allows such multiple connections between event-units. In a time tree, associated with each event unit is set of event-units, representing the new behavior rules for the system of objects, with possibly more than one event-unit in the set. The system of objects simulates in its current behavior until any of the possible events occurs, after which the system migrates to the event-unit associated with the event which occurred. A pictorial representation is shown in figure 6 .
Event Graphs
Time lines and time trees do not contain any cycles. The simulation system goes through each behavior at most once. In event graphs, a system of object can visit an event system that it has been to before (Figure 7) . A time tree is a special case of event graph with no loops. A time line is a special case of time tree, with one outgoing edge per node. An event graph is a connected, directed graph. An example of event graph is shown in the simulation set up in figure 8. This simulation contains both multi-way branches and loops. The simulation was created by programming 26 separate continuous behaviors and connecting them together at various events. Note that we can mix different kinds of behaviors in simulations like these. One part of the simulation may be simulated as a set of differential equations while another may be specified kinematically. The behaviors only interact at the events. Further, once the time graph has been configured, various behaviors of the system of objects can be observed under different conditions. In the simulation sequence of this Rube Goldberg machine, when the ball B reaches the height of the piston P, it can either get knocked off of the conveyor belt or else continue upwards. If the piston is switched off, the system still simulates correctly interacting with other objects in the environment. We could similarly change the radius of the ball, slopes of inclines, rising speed of the elevator etc., and the system would automatically generate the right behavior. We have in effect created a time program with analogs of if and case statements and loop construct, to which we can now feed different input data. We could even remove parts of the environment such as one of the incline planes and the simulation would stay correct.
All the event-unit organizations described above, time lines, time trees and time graphs can be themselves used as behavior rules in an event-unit.
Merits of Time Primitive Abstraction
The above abstraction of event-units and their organization provides the following advantages:
Behavior rules can be programmed individually for each event unit. The interaction with the rest of the system of objects is only through events and event transitions. A behavior function can be designed as if the function starts simulating at zero time, that is, we can use a canonical time coordinate system for all behaviors. Systems of events can be hierarchically composed to create more complex event systems. The organization of event systems gives us programming constructs for describing motion sequences. We can apply good programming paradigms to construct reusable behaviors and easily modifiable event sequences. We can also create a library of behavior rules that can be connected together in various ways. The time approach can be applied in contexts other than animations. One example is to program a solution strategy. For example, in the simulation of a bending beam, different sets of equations may govern the behavior of the beam depending on the amount of bending. An event, going into high bending mode may move the behavior from a a simple linear to a more complex elasticity model. Similarly, this time approach may be used to change object representation during simulation. An object may switch its representation from a collection of particles to a fluid to a rigid body depending on various events such as temperature change. 
Language and Implementation
In the previous three sections, we presented the ideas of refinement, partitioning and temporal sequencing as applied to constraint-based modeling. Based on these ideas, we have implemented a constraint-based modeling environment, OCE. The environment has been written in C ++ . In this section we will describe the implementation of OCE. We will describe implementations of refinement, partitioning and temporal sequencing in OCE in the next subsections.
Implementation of Refinement Layers in OCE
We will describe the implementation starting from the bottom-most layer to the higher layers.
Numerical Solution Techniques
We have provided our extension to C ++ as the base language to OCE; all the control structures and facilities of a general purpose language are available. A constraint environment, however, needs to provide a set of built-in techniques also so that a user of the constraint environment is able to construct simulations by putting together building blocks, rather than having to write a large amount of code in the base language. Numerical solution techniques are the``indivisible'' primitives of OCE. We have chosen NAG Version 13 NAG 89] , an extensive fortran library of numerical routines. A C ++ interface has been written for the NAG library. The C ++ interface provides argument type-checking during subroutine call giving type-safe usage of an extensive fortran library without the need of a fortran run-time environment. Some of the basic categories of routines available in NAG and hence in OCE include roots of polynomials and transcendental equations, quadrature, ordinary and partial differential equations, optimization, matrix operations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, simultaneous linear equations, and curve and surface fitting.
Symbolic Manipulation and Data Structuring
We have written a stand-alone experimental interface to the symbolic manipulation package, Mathematica . This interface can be used to generate C ++ routines from Mathematica output. The interface can start up Mathematica as a coprocess and communicate with the package using UNIX sockets. The interface currently understands a limited syntax that lets us generate some mathematical functions symbolically such as differentiation and integration. Using this interface, we have written a package to generate the inertia tensors for a given mass distribution. The interface can also be used to compute some auxiliary structures such as gradients of functions to be used in optimization or other problems. Data Structuring provides support to use a data type with a uniform interface although it can be represented in multiple ways. Currently, we have implemented vectors, matrices and rotations, classes of data items that are useful in physical simulation problems. The emphasis in the implementation of these classes was to provide an interface compatible to the use of the data item but independent of the representation of the data item. For example, a matrix is used in exactly the same irrespective of its internal structure and representation (sparse, banded, triangular). Similarly, a general representation for rotations has been defined. Rotations are internally represented as quaternions. However, programs can interface to the internal rotation representation through other representations of orientation, such as a rotation matrix or euler-angles. A rotation object may be created as:
rotation r(matrix m) /* rotation matrix */ rotation r(vector axis, double angle) /* axis, angle */ rotation r(quaternion q) /* quaternion */ rotation r(double roll, double pitch, double yaw)/* euler angle */ Again, a uniform syntax is be employed to use rotations irrespective of type. For details of these and other data types, please refer to KALRA 90].
Generic Numerical Methods
Three generic numerical interfaces have been implemented, linear equations, differential equations and optimization. As can be seen below, the interface is independent of the specific numerical routines from the lower layers.
Interface to Linear Equations
This interface provides a solution to a set of possibly non-square set of linear equations. The class of problems accepted is:
Find Interface to Ordinary Differential Equations
The interface to the solution of ordinary differential equations provides a generic interface to the solution of the system: y 0 i = f i (y 1 ;y 2 ;...;y n ;x); i = 1; :::;n
A system of differential equations is solved by first creating an Ode structure. This Ode structure can then be solved to any value of the independent variable. The generic ode structure is created as:
Ode my_ode(int no_of_equations, double start_time, double_function derivative, double tolerance)
The default solution technique used to solve the system of equations in ( 1 ) is Adam's method. A fifth order RungeKutta and Gear's methods are also provided. A non-default solution method is used as:
Ode my_ode(OCE_choice method, int no_of_eqns, double start_time, double_function derivative, double tolerance)
It is possible to provide extra information to the ode solver, such as functions to compute the jacobian of the ode system.
Interface to Optimization Problems
The interface for optimization problems handles problems of the kind:
minimize: F(x) x 2 < n subject to: l i x i u i i = 1; 2; . . . ;n l i Ax u i ; i = n + 1; n + 2; . . . ;n + n L l i c i (x) u i i = n + n L + 1; . . . ;n + n L + n N where x = an n element vector of variables F(x) = objective function to be minimized A = an n L by n matrix of constants c i (x) = a non linear constraint function l i = lower bound on the respective variable or constraint function u i = upper bound on the respective variable or constraint function n L 0; n L = 0 means no linear inequality constraints n N 0; n N = 0 means no non-linear inequality constraints
Constraint Approaches
Currently three constraint approaches have been implemented: inverse dynamics, inverse kinematics and optimization. Each of the approaches uses techniques from the lower layers. For example, inverse dynamics uses the linear equation and differential equation solvers. Examples of simulations using each of these methods are shown in the next section. The implementation and the mathematics involved in each of these techniques is described in detail in
KALRA 90].
Partitioning
The support for partitioning is designed to provide the capability of decomposing a problem into subproblems, solving the subproblems and composing the subsolutions. Partitioning support in OCE is provided for communication between different constraint method approaches.
Communication between Constraint Methods
Different constraint approaches can operate on different objects in the constraint environment. To enable constraint approaches to cooperate with each other, a sufficiently general implementation of objects is required. In the current version of OCE, a number of useful objects have been implemented. The interface provided to any object is a natural mathematical one, rather than being specific to any constraint technique. Using the class derivation facilities of C ++ , technique specific classes of a general object can be derived if necessary. The definitions for vector, matrix and rotation objects in the generic numerical methods layer already support partitioning, by providing a uniform interface independent of the internal representation of the objects. We have defined additional objects that are used by constraint techniques at``higher'' level of representation of the constraint problem. Some of the simulation objects provided are:
Paths: A base definition of a path in OCE is expressed in terms of n piecewise parametric functions: r i (t) = f i (t); t i?1 < t < t i ; 1 < i < n Given a value of t between t 0 and t n , a path object can compute value or derivatives of various orders of r(t) with respect to t. Classes are provided that reparameterize paths and compute the parameters of the Frenet-Serret apparatus FAUX and PRATT 79] . Some specific types of paths, such as, piecewise bezier path and a piecewise linear path, are implemented as subclasses of the generic Path class.
Force: Two types of forces are currently defined, PointForce and FieldForce. A PointForce acts on a point on a body. In addition to a force at the center of mass, a PointForce may generate a torque if the point of application is not the center of mass. A FieldForce is a uniform force field that generates only a force at the center of mass. Gravitational force (assumed uniform) is an example of a FieldForce 1 .
Rigid Body: A generic rigid body object is defined with the following attributes: Center of mass vector, a rotation, mass of the body, inertia tensor in body coordinates, linear Momentum vector, and angular Momentum vector. Bodies with specific geometries, such as cylinders and spheres have been derived from the generic RigidBody. The function position_func is defined as:
Vector position_func (double u, double v, double w) and returns the world coordinates of the parametric solid parameterized by body coordinates u, v, w. The body is discretized into nu, nv, and nw mass points in the three parametric directions. Hexahedrons are created from adjacent points with springs between each pair of points. The spring constant for each spring is k.
In addition, support for coordinate frames of reference as described in section 3.2 is provided.
Temporal Sequencing
Support for temporal sequencing is provided in OCE through classes for event-units and event-graphs. An eventgraph simulator is a member function of the class for an event-graph. An event-unit is created as EventUnit e1(char *name, int (*&behavior_rule)(), int (*&compute_state_at_event)())
Once event-units have been defined, an event-graph can be created by connecting event-units as:
EventGraph eg; eg.connect(EventUnit e1, EventUnit e11) eg.connect(EventUnit e1, EventUnit e11, EventUnit e12) etc.
1 In general, body forces like gravity, surface forces like viscosity and line forces like surface tension are examples of field forces.
/* Simulation of a system of objects S t_n :
time at which the state of S is known t_(n+1) : time at which the state of S is desired t_s :
time to which S has been simulated t_s = t_n at the beginning of the code t_s = t_(n+1) at the end of the code */ while(t_s < t_(n+1)) Save state of S Simulate S in current behavior B_i until t_(n+1) (unless an event occurs before t_(n+1))
If any event occurred find time t_e of the earliest event E_e compute state of S at time t_e (by interpolation or re-simulation) t_s = t_e put S in behavior B_(i+1) corresponding to event E_e else /* state of S has been updated by B_i to time t_(n+1) */ t_s = t_(n+1) (and possibly render a picture of the system) endif endwhile Figure 9 : Pseudo code for simulation of a system of objects S. The system state is known at t n and is desired at t n+1 . System S is simulated in current behavior B i until an event is detected. The state of system S is computed just before the event and the system is switched to the behavior B i+1 indicated by the event that occurred.
In a connect message, the first argument is the current behavior rule that a system of objects is simulating in. The remaining arguments represent respectively the next behavior rule for each of the events that can occur in the current behavior rule. An event-graph is simulated simply as eg.simulate (start_time, end_time, time_step) Simulation of Event-Graphs
In OCE, we assume that during the simulation using event-systems, the results of the simulation are sampled at frame times. Therefore,the system of objects being simulated should be in the correct state at the frame time. We have to reconcile all the events happening asynchronously to the frame clock and simulate the system across all the events in the order of occurrence of the events to obtain the correct state at the frame time.
If an event occurs in any subsystem of the system of objects being simulated, all the subsystems have to be resimulated from the instant of the earliest event. To take into account the asynchronous events, we have provided two mechanisms to implement backtracking of the state of a system to the time of an event. The first mechanism is general. This mechanism saves the state of the system before simulation is started for any time interval. If an event takes place during that time interval, the system can be restarted with the saved state and resimulated until the time of the event. The second mechanism is provided for efficiency but is less general. This step may use interpolation of the state of the system back to the time of event from the time the event is detected. The pseudo-code is shown in figure 5 .3. The implementation described is independent of the frequency of occurrence of events. The time-event approach adapts to``time stiffness'' of the problem. It simulates slower during time duration where more events are happening and faster where fewer events are happening. The correct state of the system of objects is obtained at the time the state is sampled irrespective of how many event-units (events and behaviors) that the system has to simulate through.
Dimensions of Physical Objects
We have added a syntactical extension in the form of dimension declaration for objects to provide features to aid in programming physically-based simulations. The declaration is introduced by the keyword dimension in the class declaration in C ++ and has the following syntax. When parsing an expression, dimension declarations are used to check dimensional integrity of the equation. For each object in the expression that has dimensions defined, dimensions are checked for compatibility. The dimension check is done during preprocessing of a program. There is no run time penalty because of dimensional checking. The dimension check also does not cause any syntax change in an expression.
Examples of Constraint Systems
In this section, we present some simulations that we have carried out using OCE.
Building A Package on OCE Layers
The first three simulation examples demonstrate the ability to build a constraint package on top of the facilities provided in OCE. We have implemented an inverse dynamics package fashioned after BARZEL and BARR 88] . The technique in BARZEL and BARR 88] produces a desired motion of rigid bodies by computing a set of forces that under Newtonian mechanics laws would move the bodies in the desired fashion. We have implemented an extended version which also includes flexible models. The layered strucutre of OCE was very helpful in composing the simulations in a short time. Two simulation sequences are shown in figure 10 and 11 2 . The first sequence shows rigid bodies being assembled. Constraints are imposed between points fixed in the coordinate system of rigid bodies and between``nails'', points fixed in world space. The second sequence (figure 11) shows constraints between two flexible bodies. One point of one flexible body is attached to one nail and one point on the second flexible body is attached to a second nail. Further, a point of the first body is connected to a point on the second body. The bodies start at positions where the constraints are not met. The bodies then move under the forces computed by inverse-dynamics to meet the constraints. The entire code segment that generates the animation segment is:
InverseDynamics system; ID_Nail n1(Vector3(n1x, n1y, n1z)); /* Declare two fixed points */ ID_Nail n2(Vector3(n2x, n2y, n2z)); /* Declare two flexible cubes by specifying their corner points */ ID_FBody fb1(mass1, left_bottom_1, right_top_1); 2 The animation sequences advance left to right and top to bottom. ID_FBody fb2(mass2, left_bottom_2, right_top_2); system.add_body(fb1); system.add_body(fb2); ID_Point p1(left_bottom, fb1); /* Declare anchor points on */ ID_Point p2(right_top, fb1); /* Flexible Bodies */ ID_Point p3(left_bottom, fb2); ID_Point p4(right_top, fb2); system.PointToNail(n1, p1); /* Declare Constraints */ system.PointToNail(n2, p4); system.PointToPoint(p2, p3); system.simulate(start_time, end_time, t_step);
Multiple Solution Methods
The animation sequence described here shows the use of multiple techniques in solving a problem. The problem is to move an object from point A to point B around obstacles. A three-axis robot is used to move the object. We wish to find the robot joint angles as a function of time that will move the object from point A to point B satisfying the constraints. Using the terminology in section 3 on horizontal partitioning, we break the problem into three sequenced subsystems. That is, we solve the problem as three subproblems one after the other. Each step uses the solution generated by the previous step. This strategy can work only if the representations for objects used by different subsystems are compatible. As described in the previous section, we have achieved this compatibility by defining generic classes based on the mathematics of the objects. Each technique can use specialized classes derived from these generic classes. The three subsystems used to solve the problem at hand are: Subproblem 1. Find a path avoiding the obstacles. This uses constrainted optimization. Subproblem 2. Move the object on the path. This uses inverse-dynamics. Subproblem 3. Find the joint angles of the robot that will cause the robot to move the object on the computed path.
This uses inverse-kinematics.
The solution results in the animation in figure 12.
Time-Event Simulation
This example illustrates a time-event simulation in a robot work cell. The work cell consists of two conveyer belts, C in bringing work-pieces in and C out , taking work-pieces out. A robot picks up pieces from C in , works on the work-piece and deposits it on the out going belt C out . The simulation proceeds as follows:
1. The vision system V on the incoming belt stops the belt when it sees a piece at the end of the belt 2. The robot picks up the piece, carries it to a work bench W.
3. After``working'' on the piece on the work bench, the robot picks up the finished piece and puts it on the outgoing belt.
The simulation in (figure 13) was created using the time-event approach of section 4. Behavior rules for the robotworkcell system between events were created and connected to create a time-graph. The code that generated the sequence in figure 13 is as follows:
/* Create event-units necessary for the simulation */ EventUnit wait_for_belt1("e1", r_wait_for_belt1_to_stop, compute_state_at_b_stop); EventUnit move_to_belt1("e2", r_move_to_belt1, compute_state_at_belt1); Figure 12 : An object is moved using inverse dynamics on a path. Inverse kinematics computes joint angles for a robot that move the object along the trajectory computed by constrained optimization. In this paper, we have described concepts and implementation for a constraint-based modeling environment. Our main interest is in physically-based simulations, although the same concepts and implementation can be used in non-physical constraint techniques. The important contribution of this paper is in providing a framework in which disparate constraint-techniques can be unified. In this framework, these different techniques can be used in a complementary fashion to simulate fairly complex systems of objects. Based on general problem solving strategies, we have designed a prototype system and a programming interface for constraint-modeling. Although the prototype system, OCE, implements a subset of the presented design, we can still do fairly complex simulations as described in section 6. Guided by partitioning, we have implemented very general representations of objects in our system. These general objects act as interfaces between different techniques. Guided by refinement, we have build a layered structure of techniques that provides different representations for a problem. At higher levels in the layered refinement structure, we can use built-in objects and techniques to build simulations quickly. At the same time, we can built other custom simulations by using lower level facilities in the vertical refinement layers. Temporal sequencing has provided us a model to design complex discontinuous behaviors of systems as sub-behaviors. Since the building blocks in the modeling environment are not dependent or based on a particular technique, the design is easily extensible. New techniques can be added into the framework and can interact with both existing and new techniques. Some aspects of horizontal partitioning and vertical refinement suggest hardware speedups. Horizontal partitioning and temporal sequencing provide us a problem decomposition model that can use parallel computers to solve parts of problems concurrently. Vertical refinement layers provides us a new simulation pipeline, somewhat akin to the graphics pipeline. Some parts of this pipeline may be migrated into hardware providing fast workstations for constraint-based modeling. We believe that the architecture presented in this paper can be effective for a constraint-based modeling testbed.
